
1. This assignment will be submitted directly to Canvas via the text box tool we have
used for past reflections during the projects.

2. In this reflection, you will be reflecting on your learning, growth, and struggles from
the past Module. For reference, here are the topics we covered that you can use as
evidence when describing your learning:

● Discovering your identity and skills (16 Personalities, RIASEC, etc.)
● Researching your ideal career(s)
● Researching possible majors to study
● Researching potential colleges to attend

3. You have had opportunities to reflect along the way on many of these aspects. You
can revisit your previous work to inform this reflection, but this assignment's language
should be original work. Revisiting your prior learning will help you to see what has
changed and what has stayed the same about your thoughts on these things. It can be
funny to read what you wrote before you changed and grew too!

4. Use your Habits of Mind self-assessment / brainstorming assignment to help show
you the type of language to use in this reflection. Part of your grade is based on how
well you are using the Habits of Mind to describe your learning.

5. Complete this assignment in 400-600 words. Your tone should be reflective, which
means it is personal but also analytical. You should be serious about your studies but
willing to see the humor that can happen while you grow too; lean into the discomfort
and awkwardness! You should be including specific instances or moments from this
past unit to explain your answers and you should use the language of the Habits of
Mind to explain what these moments meant to you and your growth as a learner and
person. This assignment will be graded to a high standard of writing expectations,
so please take it seriously.

6. After writing your reflection use the Canvas tools to bold/highlight/underline/etc. the
Habits of Mind you integrated into your writing. You should be using the specific words
explicitly in this reflection. It would be way overboard to try to use all 16 of them, but if
you use 4-8 of the Habits of Mind that you MOST experienced during this module,
that would be ideal. This way you stay within the word limit (without feeling the need to
write more!), while still ensuring that you are looking for how you used SEVERAL of the
Habits of Mind. You could also reflect how you you didn't use one and why; you're not
limited to your successes but also your need for growth.


